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Abstract.

The 110,000-year record of ammonium concentrationsfrom the

GreenlandIce SheetProject 2 (GISP2) ice coreprovidesthe basisfor an analysis
of terrestrial biological production and atmosphericcirculation patterns involved
in the transport of biologically produced ammonium to the Greenland atmosphere.
The directly measured concentration serieswas selected for analysis, rather than
that of estimatedammoniumflux, after a detailed analysisof the relationshipamong
ice core glaciochemicalconcentrationsand a high-resolutionsimultaneousrecord of
snow accumulation from the GISP2 core. Analysis of the ammonium concentration
seriesshows that maxima in background levels of ammonium in the Greenland
atmosphereare strongly related to and synchronouswith summer forcing associated
with the precessionalcycle of insolation. Minima in backgroundlevels,on the other
hand, are delayed relative to minima in summer insolation at those times when
ice volume is significant. The duration of these delays are similar in magnitude

(•6000 years)to other paleoclimaticresponses
to changesin ice volume.Decadal
and centennialscalevariation about backgroundlevelsof ammonium concentration
exhibit two modes of behavior when compared to a record of polar atmospheric
circulation intensity. During warmer periods ammonium transport to Greenland is
similar to present patterns. Under coldest conditions the low levels of ammonium
transported to Greenland are the result of extreme southerly excursionsof the

predominantlyzonalpolar circulation.The rapid transitions(.•200 years)between
these two climatic conditions appear to be associated with a critical volume or
extent

1.

of the continental

ice sheets.

Introduction

yearsago (calendaryearsbefore2000 A.D.) consistsof

The reconstructedhistory of terrestrial biogenicproduction and atmospheric circulation developed here is
basedupon the ammonium componentof the multivariate glaciochemicalrecordof concentrationsof eight ma-

ion concentrations from 10,979 samples taken contin-

uously to a depth of 2796 m. The sampling protocol,
analytical methods,and dating proceduresof the GISP2

corehavebeendescribedin detail elsewhere[Mayewski
et el., 1986, 1987; Buck et el., 1992, Whitlow et el.,

jor ions(calcium,potassium,magnesium,sodium,chlo1994; Sowers et al. 1993; Mayewski et al., this issue;
ride, sulfate,nitrate, and ammonium)from the GreenMeeseet al., this issue].
land Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) ice core recovered
This work joins two other recent studies of ammoat Summit,Greenland(72.6øN,38.5øW, 3200-meleva- nium concentrations in Greenland ice. Discontinuous
tion). The GISP2 recordfrom the presentto 110,000
studiesof ammonium concentrationsdepositedduring
the most recentglacial/interglacialcyclehave recently
• Also at Department of Mathematics, University of New
been reported from the Renland ice core [Hansson,
Hampshire, Durham.
•'Also at Department of Earth Sciences,University of New 1994]and the GreenlandIce Core Project (GRIP) ice
core[Fuhreret al., 1996]. The Holocenecomponent
of
Hampshire, Durham.
Copyright1997by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
Papernumber97JC01492.
0148-0227/97/97J C-01492509.00

the Renland record consistsof 55 samplesdated1812-

1820A.D. andthe glacial/interglacialcomponent,dated
from 10-145,000 years ago, was taken from the lower 19
m of the core and is, necessarily,at low resolution. The
26,489
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ammoniumrecordpresentedby Fuhrer et al. [1996]is

sampledtime series[Meekeret al., 1995]. The original

the result of high-resolutioncontinuousmeasurements NH4 serieswas subjectedto a low-tensionfilter tuned
over the depth intervals 100-600, 1300-2060, and 2280- to remove subdecadalvariation and a high-tension fil3020 m correspondingto the time intervals 300-3000, ter tuned to removesuborbitalscalevariation. Figure 1
8000-25,000, and 40,000-100,000+ years ago, respec- displaysthe original seriesand the low-tensionoutput,
tively.
DB, and high-tension
output, OB, representing
decadalThe primary sourcesof ammonium in the atmosphere to-centennial and orbital scale variation in ammonium
have recently been reviewed and the magnitudes of concentrations,respectively. In addition to the two setheir contributions estimated by Dentener and Crutzen ries, DB and OB, we will utilize a resampledversionof

[1994].The primarynaturalsources
(nonanthropogenic)DB using uniform 50-year samplesfor thosestatistical
of ammonium arise from biological emissionsof ammonia from plants, soils, and animals and the burn-

ing of biologicalmaterial (forestand grassfires). Am-

proceduresrequiring uniformly sampledtime series.
The record of biologicalactivity we developbelow
complementsthoserecentlyderivedfrom time seriesof

monia is the major gaseousbase for the atmospheric methaneconcentrations
fromthe GISP2icecore[Chapneutralization of H2SO4 and HNOa and, under condi- pellazet al., 1993;Brooket al., 1996].Unlikemethane,
tions which generally prevail, once emitted to the at- the lifetimeof ammoniumin the atmosphereis too short
mosphereit is rapidly converted(in a matter of hours) in comparisonto atmosphericmixing times to generate

to NH4HSO4and (NH4)2HSO4[Dentonerand Crutzen, a hemisphericor globalammoniumsignal. As a conse1994;LegrandandKirchner,1990].Onceconverted,
the quenceof its short atmosphericlifetime, the amount of
resulting ammonium compoundshave an atmospheric
lifetime of the order of days and can be transported relatively long distances by atmospheric circulation processes.As a consequence,
backgroundlevelsof NH4 deposited in high-latitude glaciers, especially during the
preanthropogenicera, derive primarily from continental biological production with other poorly quantified

ammonium scavengedfrom the atmosphereby precip-

itation at a particularsite (e.g., Summit, Greenland)
is the result of contemporaneous
productionin source

areas(biological,anthropogenic,
or other) and atmo-

spheric circulation patterns. Thus the decadal scale
variability of NH4 concentrationsdescribedby the DB
seriesrepresentsa detailedview of paleobiologicalactiv(and presumablysmaller)sourcesfrom marinebiolog- ity and atmosphericcirculation not availablefrom the
ical emissionsand decaying organic matter on rotting history of methane concentrations.

pack ice [Dentener and Crutzen, 1994; Talbotet al.,
2.
1992].

Ion

Concentration

and

Flux

In addition to backgroundlevelsdue to these sources,
Two distinctproceduresare commonin the analysis
high-resolution records of ammonium concentrations of time series of ice core chemical concentrations. The
from ice cores generally include a number of unusufirst is basedon the directly measuredconcentrations
ally large "spikes"that originate through tropospheric
(e.g.,in partsper billion),whilethe secondis basedon
transport of the products of biomassburning and have

estimatedchemicalflux (e.g., in nanomolesper square
beenusedto reconstruct
historiesof suchevents[Fuhrer meter per year). Chemicalfluxesto the ice havebeen
et al., 1993, 1996; Whitlow et al., 1994; Legrand,et. al,
estimatedby multiplyingthe sampleconcentrations
by
1992; Legrand and De Angelis, 1996;Dibb et al., 1996;
estimatesof the H20 flux (accumulation)obtainedeiTaylor et al., 1996]. Theseeventsare short-lived[Dibb ther (1) by directlymeasuringannuallayersin the ice
et al., 1996]and their icecoresignalsare diminishedas coreand correctingfor layer thinning by mathematical
the time span representedby the ice sample increases
modelsof icedynamics[Meeseet al. 1994a,1994b]or,
with core depth [Whitlowet al., 1994; Fuhrer et al., (2) in the absenceof measuredannuallayers,by us1996]. As a consequence,
studiesof biomassburning ing a previouslyderived empirical relationshipbetween
events are generally restricted to the Holocene period

H20 accumulationand the stableisotope,6•80 series
and biannual,or higher,samplingresolution.
[Dansgaard
et al. 1993;Hansson,
1994].
Here our focus is not on biomass burning events
While statistical analysesof concentrationsor estinor subdecadal variation of the Holocene portion of
mated fluxesdo, in general,yield qualitatively similar
the GISP2 core (which will be discussed
in detail else- results,they sometimesprovide different quantitative
where);rather, we utilize two distinctivefeaturesof the comparisons.For example,during very cold periodsacGISP2 record, continuoussampling and simultaneous cumulationcan be greatly reducedin both magnitude
measurement of the eight major ions, to develop a conandvariation. As a consequence,
changesin magnitude
tinuous history of terrestrial biogenic production and
within estimatedflux seriescan be severelymuted in
related atmospheric circulation patterns over the past
comparison
to thosein concentration
series[Mayewski
110,000 years. Our discussionwill be based primaret al., 1993;Fuhreret al., 1996].
ily on two seriesderived from the original GISP2 NH4
The rationalefor the flux estimatesis a simplemodel
series by application of spline-based,robust, low-pass

filters. Suchfilters are of advantagehere as they are
insensitiveto outliers and applicable to nonuniformly

[Davidson
et al., 1989;Alleyet al., 1995]
ft = Ct(Wpt + D).

(1)
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Figure 1. The GreenlandIce Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) recordof ammoniumconcentrations
overthe past 110,000years:(top) Originalsamples(labeled"NH4"), (middle)a smoothed(lowtensionsplinefilter) versionof the originalseriesdescribingdecadaland centennialscalevariation
(referredto asDB in text), and (bottom)DB series(dashed)and a smoothed(hightensionspline
filter) versionof the originalseriesdescribingorbital scalevariationin ammoniumconcentrations
(referredto as OB in the text).
relating averageflux ft of a given chemicalspeciesover
ft -- xtlSt.
(3)
time interval t to the average atmospheric concentrais intended to remove this dependencyin order to obtion Ct and averageflux of H20 pt in terms of D and
tain an improved estimate of atmospheric concentraW, the dry-depositionvelocity and scavengingratio, retions and thereby to provide a more accurate estimate
spectively.
of changesin atmospheric concentration over time.

Equation (1) impliesa similar relationshipfor the

concentration xt of the speciesin surface snow or ice

ft

D

Pt

Pt

x,= - = ½,(w+-).

(2)

Flux calculationsbasedon (3) haveprovenusefulin
shortterm studies(i.e., singlestormevents)for which
an assumption of constant Ct is reasonable and one is
certain that chemical deposition occurred at the same
time as the measured accumulation of H20 . How-

If D is not zero(that is, if dry depositionmakesa sig- ever, the chemical concentrationsderived from typical
nificantcontributionto the flux for the ion species),(2) ice core samples are, in general, the result of deposipredicts an inverse relationship between concentration
values and H20 accumulation and implies that changes
in ice concentrations can be the result of changes in
accumulation, even under conditions of constant atmospheric concentration Ct. The estimation of chemical
flux, given measuredconcentrationand estimated H20
accumulationPt by

tion over several precipitation events, several seasons,

or evenseveralyears.It is (2) whichmotivatesthe "flux
correction"of (3) and it is not cleara priori that it is a
valid representationof physicalreality when considered
over extended time periods. For this reason we conducted an empirical study of the relationshipsamong
soluble ion concentrations

from the GISP2

ice core and

26,492
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Table 1. Joint Empirical OrthogonalFunction(EOF) Analysisof
Original Chemistry Samples,0-17,000 Years Ago
Percent Variance Explained

Eigenvector Components
EOF1

EOF2

EOF3

EOF4

EOF1

EOF2

EOF3

EOF4

Sam

Ca
K

0.96
0.89

-0.12
-0.04

-0.08
-0.15

0.06
0.09

91.4
79.8

1.4
0.1

0.6
2.2

0.4
0.4

93.8

Mg

0.97

-0.11

-0.07

0.05

94.6

1.3

0.4

0.2

96.6

Na

0.97

-0.06
-0.03

0.0

95.6

92.4

1.1
0.6

0.4

0.96

-0.10
-0.07

94.1

C1

0.1

0.0

93.1

0.83
0.58
0.11
-0.80

-0.09
0.56
0.91
-0.09

0.04
0.58
-0.39
-0.06

68.6
33.6
1.3
64.1

0.8
31.1
83.0
0.9

0.2
33.3
15.2
0.3

7.0
1.0
0.2
31.5

68.9

13.4

5.9

4.6

Species

SO4
NOs
NH4
H20

0.00
-0.02

0.26
0.10
0.04
0.56
Total

*

83.1

76.5
99.0
99.6

96.7
92.7

*Values are percent of total variance explained.

estimates of H20 accumulation from the same core sam-

2.1. EOF Analysis: Ion Concentrations

and

ples in order to test the viability of (2) in the context H•O Accumulation
of a multi-year sampling protocol.
To explore the relationships among eight chemical
series and H20 accumulation we used the 17,415-year
record of annual accumulation

estimated

from the GISP2

Table I summarizes the results of the empirical or-

thogonalfunction(EOr) analysis(seeappendix)of the
nine-dimensionalrecord of combinedchemistryand accumulation.

coreby measuredannual layers(usingmultiple annual
The signsand magnitudesof the entries of the scaled
indicators)correctedfor layer thinning [Meeseet al., eigenvectorin the first columnof Table I (whichdefine
1994a,b]. This time seriesis the longestcontinuous
and the first EOF) showthat eachchemicalspecies,except
directly measuredhistory of annual accumulationavail- ammonium, is strongly anti-correlated with accumulaable. The chemistry samples collected from the same
1867-m

core section

are based on 6293 time

intervals

with an averageduration of 2.8 yearsand standarddeviation of 1.9 years. The recordof annual accumulation
was resampled in order to estimate H•O accumulation
over the time intervals of the chemical samplesand to
directly investigate the relationship between the accumulation

and chemical

concentration

records.

Equation 2 implies a simple inverse relationship between concentration

and rate of accumulation

which

tion as predictedby (2). This is the dominantfeature
of the first EOF which, alone, explains69% of the total
varianceof the multivariate record, 64% of the variance
in accumulation,and a large componentof variance in
all the chemical speciesexcept ammonium. The second and third EOFs are dominatedby the two nitrogen
species,while the fourth explains most of the remaining variancein accumulationand 7% of sulfatevariance.
From this analysisit appearsthat the relationshipsbetween rate of H•O accumulationand chemicalspecies

could be estimated by a linear regressionof species

concentrations

concentration
versus1/p. This, however,can be mis-

in the first and fourth

leading. As time t varies over an extended period, the
atmosphericconcentrationCt can be expected to vary

There are two obviousand competinginterpretations
of Table 1. The first considersEOF1 as directly exhibiting the effect of accumulation on the chemical

with some of the same climate

factors which influence

a

variable accumulation rate pt. For this reason, a simple
regressionwould involve a confounding of climate effects which could obscurethe true relationship between
the variables. In recognitionof this possibility Alley et

concentrations.

that we seek to understand

Ion

are contained

EOFs.

concentrations

in the

ice are re-

duced by dilution with increased H20 accumulation
and enhanced by concentrationwhen H20 accumulation decreases. From this perspective, accumulation
rate would be the dominant explanatory factor in the
multivariate data set and the correspondingtime series

al. [1995]performedtheir analysesoverdifferenttime
intervals(Bolling-Allerod,YoungerDryas, and Preboreal) in order to compareatmosphericconcentrations, Wl (seeA3), whichdescribes
the temporalevolutionof
which were assumedto be essentially constant during EOF1, wouldessentiallybe a rescalingof the accumulaeach period. Our goal, however, is to study these relationshipsin the presenceof mutual variation inducedby
changein commonclimate forcingfactorsand sowe utilize a standard tool of multivariate statistical analysis
for our investigation.

tion series. With this interpretation, EOF4 represents
an additional positive connectionbetween accumulation
and sulfate concentration.

The secondinterpretation considersEOF1 as representinga strong climate factor influencingboth chemi-
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tervals, as is sometimes observed over short observation

This view

periods, is minimized by the multiyear averagingof the
GISP2 samples.
conditions in which accumulation
is reduced and conFrom this analysis it is clear that the time seriesw4
versely.It alsosuggests
(given(A4)) that, if the strong associatedwith the fourth EOF shownin Table 1, which
negative correlation of some speciesand H20 accumu- is uncorrelated with the other EOFs of that analysis,
lation indicated by EOF1 is due to exogenousfactors, contributes new climate information not available from
the influenceof accumulationrate upon chemical con- the combinedchemistryseries. Figure 2 showsthe accucentrationsin these seriesis primarily restricted to the mulation rate series and its first and fourth EOF comsmall positive influenceon sulfate concentrationsshown ponents. The results found from the EOF analysis of
in EOF4.
first differencescan be seenin Figure 2. The first EOF
Fortunately, these two opposing interpretations can clearly describesthe overall level of accumulation, while
be tested. Under the first interpretation, i.e., if varia- the fourth describes its short-term variation about the
tion in chemical concentrations
is the result of variation
time-varying mean. The climate process represented
in accumulation, sample-to-samplevariation in accumu- by this new component is not clear. However, because
lation should be strongly anticorrelated with sample- it is uncorrelated with all the chemical specieswhich
to-sample variation in all the chemical species. That together represent local to regional terrestrial, marine,
is, a decreasein accumulation should induce a related and biological sources,it is most likely recording local
increase in concentration
and vice versa. Under the secinfluenceson accumulation such as temperature or huond interpretation, the dominant climate factor would midity anomalies.
be expected to influence the time varying mean level
of ice accumulation but not, necessarily,the short term 2.3. Regression Analysis of First Differenced
variation representedby sample to sample differences. Series
Sincethesetwo alternatives depend upon the multivariIn addition to the EOF analysesabove, other tests of
ate relationshipsamong the sample-to-samplefirst difimplies that the joint influence factor creates environ-

ments in which chemical concentrations

ferences of the concentrations

increase under

(2) wereperformed.Equation (2)implies that

and those of accumula-

tion, we can repeat our EOF analysison the differenced
multivariate

series.

Axt

--

Xt+l - xt -- (Ct+l - Ct) W q- -Pt

2.2. EOF Analysis: First Differences of Ion
Concentrations
and H20 Accumulation

-Ct+lD
(pt+l
- pt
)

(4)

Pt+lPt

Table 2 summarizesthe resultsof EOF analysisof the
implying that if the dry deposition velocity D is not
first differencesof the combinedmultivariate chemistry
and accumulation

zero,Axt is a functionof 1/pt and/or Apt/Pt+lpt. Such

record.

As shown in Table 2, the data strongly support the
secondinterpretation discussedabove. These data fail
to showany significantrelationship between short-term

relationships were tested by estimating the coefficients
of the multiple regressionmodel

AxtAo+A1
1 ( Apt
)
--

variation in H20 accumulation and that of the concen-

tration of any chemicalspecies.Evidently, any enhancement or dilution

of measured

concentrations

--+A2

Pt

'

+st

Pt+lPt

in the ice

for eachion species.The results(not shown)werecon-

by patterns of wet or dry depositionover the samplein-

sistent with the earlier analyses. None of the regression

Table 2. Joint EOF Analysis of First Differences
Percent

Eigenvectors
Species

Variance

EOF1

EOF2

EOF3

EOF1

EOF2

EOF3

ACa
AK

0.83
0.59

-0.08
0.21

-0.03
0.06

69.3
34.7

0.7
4.6

0.1
0.3

AMg

0.89

-0.15

-0.02

79.9

2.3

0.0

ANa
AC1

0.87
0.78

-0.15
-0.07

0.02
0.04

75.1
61.5

2.2
0.5

0.0
0.1

0.51
0.48
0.09
-0.02

-0.17
0.57
0.86
-0.02

-0.01
-0.03
0.03
1.00

26.3
22.9
0.8
0.1

2.8
32.9
74.4
0.0

0.0
0.1
0.1
99.3

Total

41.2

13.4

11.1

ASO4
ANOa
ANH4
AH20

26,494
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0.4

-

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

i

i

First EOF Component

The EOF analysis also shows that flux estimates
formed by multiplication of accumulation and concentration serieswill confoundcommonclimate forcing factors. This possibility is most important when harmonic
analysis is contemplated. If chemical concentrations
and accumulation are influenced by the same periodic
forcing, their multiplication will introduce products of
the common periodic components into the flux record.
This has the effect of complicating spectral analysis of
the flux estimate series by introducing low-order harmonics and compound frequenciesinto what may have
been simple harmonic relationships in the original series.

-1- o.2

•: 0.1

3.
o

i

i

i

Ammonium

Concentrations'

i

Relationship

Fourth
EOF
Comp,onent
,
0.2

to Other Ions

The GISP2 glaciochemicalseriesprovide a high-resolution, continuous record of the chemical composition of

0.1

the atmospherethat includesover 95% of its soluble
ionic components. Climate factors influence the con0
centrationsin polar ice of differention groups(e.g., of
-0.1
terrestrialdust, sea salt, volcanic,or biologicalorigin)
I
I
I
I
- through amplification or suppressionof their generating
5,000
10,000
15,000
mechanisms,
by shiftingprimary sourceareas,and/or
Years Before 2000 A.D.
by altering their atmospherictransport from sourceto
Figure 2. Time seriesdescribingthe annualrate of site of deposition. As a consequenc.e,
interrelationships
H20 accumulationat Summit, Greenland,overthe past among the concentrationsof the glaciochemicalspecies
17,415yearsestimatedfrom the GISP2 ice coreand its
provide a multifaceted and complex history of climate
first and fourth EOF components(seetext).
change. The analytical processof EOF analysis(see
aboveand appendix)hasprovena usefultool for invesmodelsexplainedmore than 1% of the variancein the tigatingthis history[Mayewskiet al., 1993,1994,this
differencedion series, and none of the estimatesof A1 issue].Table 3 continuesthis processby summarizing
or A2 was significantly different from zero.
the EOF analysisof the complete GISP2 glaciochemical
recordof ion concentrations
(10,979 originalsamples)
2.4. Implications of Joint Chemistry and
from the present to 110,000 years ago.
Accumulation Investigations
The first, second,and third EOF components(see
The regressionanalysisand two precedingmultivari- (A2) represent93.6%of the total variancein the eight
ate EOF analysesof theseseries,the longestjoint record chemical concentration series. The first component exof accumulation and chemical concentrationspresently plains almost all the variance in the nonnitrogen species
available,impliesthat if (2) is valid underthe conditions time series and 11% of that in the nitrate series. The
negative entry in the first column of Table 3 for amat Summit, Greenland, over the past 17,000 years:
monium indicatesthat, in general, the concentrationof
1. dry depositionmust be negligiblein comparisonto this speciesdecreasesas the concentrationsof the othwet deposition(a nonzeroD for a givenionspecies ers increaseand vice versa(seeappendix).Considered
would imply a strong inversecorrelationbetween as proxies for atmospheric concentrations, the rescaled
differenced

accumulation

and concentration

series

for the species)and, consequently,
2. the chemical

concentrations

estimated

from mul-

time seriesof the first EOF (A3) describea well-mixed,
obviouslylarge scale, atmosphericcirculation system in
which all components, except that of ammonium, increaseand decreasetogether in fixed proportions. The

tiannual ice core samples are essentially proportime series(wl of (A2)) describing
the dynamicsof this
tional to the average atmospheric concentrations
circulation system has been termed the polar circulaover those time periods, furthermore,

tion index(PCI) [Mayewskiet al., 1993, 1994,this is70%of the total joint variancein the
3. the strong connection between the concentration sue].It represents
of chemicalspeciesand H20 accumulationshown 110,000-year-longrecord of the eight chemical species.
duringcolderperiods(stain Table I is a consequenceof a shared climate In general,the PCI increases
duringwarmerperiods(Holocene
forcing factor, rather than an intrinsic physical dials) and decreases
connection.

and interstadials)as the extent and magnitudeof the
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Table 3. EOF Analysis,
Original Chemistry Samples,0-110,000 Years Ago
Eigenvectors
Species

Percent

Variance

EOF1

EOF2

EOF3

EOF1

EOF2

EOF3

Sum

Ca
K

0.94
0.95

-0.05
0.02

-0.11
-0.10

88.1
90.4

0.2
0.1

1.3
0.9

90.4

Mg

0.98

-0.05

-0.09

95.4

0.3

0.8

96 7

Na
C1

0.97
0.95

-0.04
-0.02

-0.01
0.02

94.4
90.3

0.2
0.1

0.0
0.0

94 7

0.01
0.53
-0.49

86.7
11.2
3.4

0.2
60.8
72.1

0.0
27.7
24.3

99 0
99 8

Total

70.0

16.7

6.9

93.6

SO4
NOa
NH4

0.93
0.33
-0.18

0.04
0.78
0.85

polar atmospheric circulation respondsto the growth
and decreaseof the great continental ice sheets.

914

90 4
99 7

1993] and decreasedbiogenicactivity during times of

PCI expansion.
The first EOF contribution
to the variance of the sulThis is fully consistent with the negative loading
fate series is the smallest of the nonnitrogen species. of ammonium on the PCI. We expect intrusions into
The remainderof the sulfate variance (the largest of Greenland by southerly air massesto be less frequent

anycomponentnot of EOF1-3) is associated
with EOF5 and to contain lower concentrations of ammonium dur(not shown) and the correspondingtime series, w5 ing times of advancingice sheetsand increasingextent
(seeappendix),has been shownto providea 110,000- and intensityof polar circulation(increasedPCI). Duryear-longrecordof explosivevolcanism[Zielinskyet al., ing the Holocene and presumably the warmest interstadials(periodsof reducedice sheetextent) we should
Table

3 shows that

the nitrate

concentration

series is

expect the dominance of the polar circulation to diminish, high-latitude continental biogenicsourceregionsto
each of the first three EOFs. Nitrate concentrations
inincreasein importance, intrusion into the Greenland atcreasewith the PCI and increase(decrease)with ammo- mosphere by air massesrich in ammonium to be more
nium increasesassociatedwith the secondEOF (third frequent, and enhancedmixing of air masseshaving difEOF). This three-part pattern is consistentwith the ferent chemical signaturesas a result of different transknown multiple-source character of atmospheric nitro- port histories. EOF analysesperformed on portions of
gen and the generalcomplexityof its atmosphericchem- the GISP2 Holocenerecord(e.g., Table 1) or the longer
istry. For these reasonswe postpone a full discussion interstadials are, in general, supportive of this expectaof the complex interactions between the two nitrogen tion. During such periods, ammonium and nitrate conspeciesand restrict our discussionbelow to an analysis centrations show significant variation on several EOFs
of the ammonium
series.
and strong associationswith several other ion species.
Ammonium, unlike the nonnitrogenspecies,has most
It is important to note that the major components
of its variance (96%) associatedwith the secondand of the ammonium series are describedby EOFs 2 and
third EOFs. The small negative loading of NH4 on 3, which are statistically uncorrelated with the PCI.
EOF1 implies a weak negativecorrelationwith the PCI As a consequence,the ammonium concentrationsin the
(The correlationis -0.18, which is significantat the GISP2 core do not simply record a passiveresponseto
0.05 level.). This negativerelationshipis to be ex- the dynamicsunderlying the PCI. On the contrary, the
pected. Ammonium concentrationshave been shown biologicalsourcesof ammonium create an active compoto be positivelycorrelatedwith temperature[Langford nent that respondsto different forcing factors than the
andFehsenfeld,
1992]andto decrease
duringcolderpe- PCI or, at least, respondsto the same factors through
riods [Hansson,1994;Fuhreret al., 1996]whenpolar independent mechanisms.Therefore, unlike the glaciocirculation intensity and the PCI increase. Since am- chemicalseriesoriginating from terrestrial dust or mamonium is derived primarily from continental biogenic rine sea salt, 96% of the variation in the complexpat-

alone in having significant componentsassociatedwith

sources
[Logan,1983;Dentenetand Crutzen,1994],the

tern of increase and decrease in ammonium

ammonium reaching central Greenland during most of
the pre-Holocene portion of the record would have had
its sourceregion south of the northern hemisphereice
sheet margins. Furthermore, since ammonium has a
relatively short residencetime in the atmosphere, concentrationsreachingGreenlandduring the pre-Holocene
were most probably derived from mid- to possiblylowlatitude continental sourceregions,which were charac-

tions during the past 110,000 years is not explained by

concentra-

the PCI.

4. Orbital Scale Variation in Biological
Production

Background levels of ammonium described by the
high-tensionspline seriesOB of Figure I vary from a
terized by colderand drier climates[Chappellazet al., maximum of 11.5 ppb at •12,000 years ago midway
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throughthe YoungerDryas coldevent (YD) to a minimum of 2.3 ppb at •62,000 years ago in marine isotope

The decreaseduring the most recent 9000 years has
been attributed to a decreasein temperature in high

stage4 (MIS 4), a time period notedfor extensiveice latitude sourceareas [Fuhreret al., 1996]. Given the
sheetexpanse[Ruddimanand Mcintyre, 1979; Ruddi- known influenceof temperature on ammonia emissions
man et al., 1980]. The OB showsrelativemaxima at this is reasonable.However, since backgroundOB lev•100,000 and 80,000 years ago, precedingits minimum
for the 100,000-year record in MIS 4, and varies • 5
ppb for the period 55,000 to 20,000 years ago, during
which the final expansionof the Laurentide Ice Sheet

took place. Followingits maximum duringthe YD, the
OB showsa diminishing rate of decreaseduring the
Holocene, followed by a more rapid drop to its 1985
value of 4.7 ppb.

elswere abovecurrent valuesduring a 30,000 year interval when ice-coveredmuch of the high latitudes, factors
other than temperature may be more important.
4.1.

Summer

Insolation

and

OB

Maxima

Figure 3 comparesthe OB serieswith monthly aver-

age,area-weighted,
northernhemisphere(NH) summer
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insolation(May, June,July from 20N to 80N, [Berger, following10,000years[RuddimanandMcintyre,1979].
1978]).There is one-to-onecorrespondence
betweenthe This rapid expansionappears to have been the result of
three major peaks in the two series. The final and two
earliest insolation maxima, which occur at times of NH
summer perihelion, are clearly paired with maxima in
OB. The final and best dated peak of the ammonium
background series is coincident with the most recent
NH summer perihelion. Becausethe differencesin time

the juxtaposition of a cold continent and a warm ocean

whosetemperaturedecreaselaggedice sheetgrowth by

4000 to 5000 years [Ruddimanand Mcintyre, 1979].
This situation createdstrongthermal gradientsthat directed cyclonicstorm tracks from lower latitudes toward

regionsof ice sheetgrowth [Ruddiman,et al., 1980].

betweenthe first two insolationand OB peaks (2600 This samecirculation pattern would continuethe transand 4500years)are eachlessthan the estimatedGISP2 port of ammoniumfrom sourceareasgraduallymoving
dating errors at that depth, they may be considered to the south in advanceof the growingice sheets.
synchronous.
This analysis suggeststhat the MIS 4 minimum in
The effects of the lesser maxima
in summer insoOB is a laggedresponse
to the precedinginsolationminlation are not as strongly evident in the OB series. imum inducedby a •6000-year lag in ice sheetresponse
The reduced levels of insolation representedby these [Mayewskiet al., this issue]influencingthe biogenic
peaks occurred during a time when the Laurentide Ice sourcearea and a similar 4000-5000 year lag in ocean
Sheet was expanding to its final southerly extent and cooling acting to maintain a meridional pattern of atdriving the polar atmospheric circulation to its max- mosphericcirculation. The continuedexpansionof the
imum intensityand expansion[Mayewskiet al., this LaurentideIce Sheetoverthe following•5000 yearsand
issue].Duringthis sameperiodthe Atlanticpolarfront the concomitantrotation of the Atlantic polar front towas pivoting from its interglacial orientation north- ward the equator followingoceancoolingamplifiedthe
northeasterly from Newfoundland to an easterly direc- effectsof the absoluteminimum (overthe past 110,000
tion at •43øN latitude, inducinga shift from meridional years)in summerinsolationto createthe absoluteminto zonal oceanicand atmosphericcirculation[Ruddi- imum in OB at •62,000 years ago.
man andMcintyre, 1977].The combinedeffectof these
The shorteneddelay in OB responseto the insolation
events would have limited ammonium
concentrations
minimum at •20,000 years ago is to be expected,given
in the Greenland atmosphereby forcing its terrestrial that the level of insolationis higher and the continenbiologicalsourcesto the south, far beyond the ice mar- tal ice sheetsare recedingrather than growing. The
gins, and restricting transport of ammonium-rich air combinedeffectsof the precessioncycle,i.e., increasing
masses from those more distant sources to Greenland.
summer insolation and shorter colder winters, created
The more southerly position and predominantly zonal an environment in which biogenic production appears
nature of polar circulation would have reduced the in- to have been rapidly reestablishedin the newly ice free
terglacial pattern of meridional circulation in the high areas.
latitudes and shifted the zone in which the mixing of
polar and mid- to low-latitude air masses could take 4.3. The Holocene
place as far south as the •43øN position of the Atlantic
Background ammonium concentrations show a conpolar front. Thus, during this time period, ammonium
tinuing
decreaseduring the Holocene; however, unlike
concentrations in the Greenland atmosphere were dithe
pattern
following earlier maxima in insolation, the
minished not only by reduced biologicalforcing of the

lesser(obliquitymodulated)precessional
peaksin sum- rate of decreasevariedmarkedlyduringthe period (Figmer insolation, but also by the southerly shift in source ures I and 3). The backgroundammoniumconcentraareasand changesin atmosphericcirculation associated tions describedby OB decreasedat an approximaterate
of 0.6 ppb per 1000 years followingthe two maxima at
with the growth of the continental ice sheets.
80,000 and 100,000 years ago, yielding a declinewhich
paralleled
that of the summerinsolation(Figure 3a).
4.2.
OB Minima
However,followingthe maximum at 12,000 years ago,
Three prominent minima in OB levels appear to be

ammonium concentrationsdescribedan initial rapid de-

linkedto minima in summerinsolation(Figure 3). The cline of •0.7 ppb per 1000 years, which slowly moderfirst, at •95,000 yearsago,is coincident(within GISP2 ated to form a "plateau" of •8 ppb at 6000 yearsago.
dating accuracy)to a minimum in insolation,but the Concentrations were maintained near that level until
followingOB minima (•62,000 and •19,000 yearsago) 4000 years ago, when the rate of decreasegradually inlag the correspondinginsolation minima by 9700 and creaseduntil reaching its present rate of 0.9 ppb per
3500 years, respectively, which, at those depth levels, 1000 years. Several factors, undoubtedly,were responcannot be assignedto dating inaccuracy.
The insolation minimum at •70,000 years ago oc-

sible for this behavior.

cursnearthe transitionbetweenMIS 4 and 5 (shownin
Figure 4) and is consideredan important factor in the

As evidencedby sealevel records(seediscussion
in
Mayewskiet al. [thisissue],extensiveicesheetsexisted
during the peaks in OB at 80,000- and 100,000-years

rapid expansionof the Laurentide Ice Sheet during the

ago. The continuing presenceof substantial ice sheets
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in high latitudes may have provided a degreeof forcing period is, perhaps, the explanation for the observedinthat acted to amplify the cooling and antibiogenicin- creasein the "length fraction of winter concentrations"
fluence of the decline in NH summer

insolation

and the

correspondingincreasein winter insolationand temperature. Expansion of the high-latitude ice sheetsin responseto decreasedsummer melting and increasedwinter precipitation could have combined with decreased
summer biogenic forcing to create a steady decline in
biologicalproductionof ammonium. In addition, these
factors would increasingly restrict atmospheric transport of ammonium-richair massesto Greenland(see
above). The generalretreat of the ice sheetspreceding and following the insolation maximum at 12,000

noted by Fuhrer et al. [1996, p.4154]during recent
times.

4.4.

Spectral Analysis

As is to be expected from the precedingdiscussion,

spectralanalysis[Bloomfield,
1976]of the uniformlyresampled ammonium seriesshowsstrong spectral peaks
in the Milankovitch frequency bands whose relative
strength matches those of the summer insolation series

(Figure 3b). The dominantpeak at a periodicityof

23,100 years is obviously of precessionalorigin. Unyears ago would create a much differentbiogenicre- like the spectrum of reconstructedocean temperatures
sponse to decreasing insolation during the early and [Ruddiman
andMcintyre,1981]the ammoniumconcenmid-Holocene.
tration seriesshowsa strong obliquity band periodicity
The early Holocene is a time in which biogenicpro- of 38,100 years, which is somewhat shifted from the
duction and ammonium transport to Greenland were 41,600-year period of the obliquity peak in the theosubject to two competing influences. Decreasingsum- retical insolation series. The presenceof the obliquity
mer insolation acted to shorten the growing seasonand influence in the ammonium seriesreflects the negative
decreasebiological production, especiallyin the high influenceof the advancing Laurentide ice sheet and exlatitudes. However, on the other hand, the continuing pandedPCI on biogenicproduction,factorswhich apnortherly retreat of the ice margins opened additional parently were not a major influence on ocean temperbiological source areas, provided the summer moisture atures during this period. It is likely that the indirequired by the plant communities,and altered atmo- rect, lagged, and nonlinear responseof biogenicproducsphericcirculation patterns by reducingthe intensity of tion to obliquity scale forcing acting through ice sheet
the predominatelypolar circulation and inducingmore growth and decay underliesthe differencein estimated
meridional transport of air massesfrom warmer, more periodicity.
productive areas to the south. Each of these factors
would tend to increase ammonium concentrations in the
4.5. Summary: Orbital Scale Variation in
Biological Production
Greenland atmosphere.
The pattern of ammonium concentrationsdescribed
Maxima in long-term levels of the biogenically proby the OB during the Holoceneis typical of a non-linear duced ammonium concentrations from the GISP2 ice
responseto two such competing influences. Initially, core occur at times of major maxima in summer insolain this instancethe negativeforcing(decreasingsum- tion. This basic relationship is modified by the effects
mer insolation)dominatesand concentrations
decrease of growing or retreating ice sheetson sourceareas and

while the positiveforcing(meltingice sheet)continues atmospheric circulation patterns. In particular, these
to increaseto a point where approximate equilibrium
is established. The equilibrium is maintained until the
positive forcing can no longer increase to the extent
required to balance the continued influence of the negative forcing and a new period of enhanced decline is
initiated. In this instance, sharp decline occursbecause
the positive factor does not simply fail to increase at
the rate needed to balance declining summer insolation
but actually stops increasingwith the final melting of
the Laurentide Ice Sheet. It is during the period of
approximate balance between the two forcing factors
that they combine to create temperatures in the midto high-latitudes reaching their Holocene maximum.
This analysisshowsthat the backgroundammonium
concentrationduring the Holocenerecordsthe biogenic

relationshipscause minima in biogenicproduction and
alterationsin atmospherictransport processes
to lag behind minima

5.

Decadal

in summer

and

insolation.

Centennial

Scale

Variation in Biological Production
The OB seriesdiscussed
abovedoesnot reflectchanges
in ammonium

concentrations

on scales less than a mil-

lennium. The low-tensionspline series, DB, on the
other hand, recordschangesin ammonium sourceareas, sourcestrength, and atmosphericcirculation patterns and intensity that persist for only a few decades
or centuries. The identificationof the most probable
of thesemechanisms
associatedwith any particularfearesponse
to the complexenvironmentalconditions(tem- ture in the DB recordcan be, of course,a difficult probperature,hydrology,etc.) createdby orbitally induced lem. Nevertheless,the multivariate GISP2 record and
declinein summerinsolationand the meltingof the rem- its summary by the PCI, in particular, provide considnant(s) of the LaurentideIce Sheet. The influenceof erable guidancein the task.
The DB seriesrepresentsvariation about the orbital
declining summer insolation and the orbitally related
increase in winter insolation and duration during this scalerecord of biogenicproductiondescribedby the
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Figure 4. Comparison
of decadaland centennialscalevariationin ammoniumconcentrations

(DB)withsimilar
scale
variation
inthepolarcirculation
index
(PCI)series
(see
text).(a)Plot

ofarea-weighted
summer
insolation
(solidcurve)andcorrelation
curveofFigure4blagged
5250

years(dashedcurve), (b) Plot of windowedcorrelationbetweenammoniumand PCI residuals

based
onoverlapping
windows
of4500yearduration
stepped
250years.
Prominent
zerocrossings
ofthecorrelation
series
wereusedto define
intervals
A through
E. (c)PCI series
andthehightension
splinesmoothing
usedto definethe residuals
usedin windowed
correlation
of Figure
4b.
OB (Figure1). FromFigureI (lower)it is clearthat

tween these two series is consistent with the EOF anal-

factorsoperatingon decadalto centennialscalescreate sustaineddeviationsfrom the backgroundlevel of
productionpredictedby orbitalscaleforcing.There is
a prominentdecreaseoccurringat •85,000 yearsago
that interrupted a generalincreasein ammoniumlevels inducedby the precession
cycle. The decreaseis

ysissummarizedin Table 3. That is, when the most recent 110,000yearsof the GISP2 recordare considered,
increases in the PCI are associated with decreases in

ammoniumconcentrations.This relationship,however,
is not strictly observedwhen shorter time intervals are

involved.For example,aspreviouslynotedby Fuhreret
associated
with a rapidincrease
in the PCI (Figure4c al. [1996],
ammonium
concentrations
show
theopposite
andMayewskiet al. [thisissue])indicativeof a shiftto behavior,i.e., increasing
duringcolderperiodsand decolderclimate and strongeratmosphericcirculationin cliningduringwarmerperiods,in the interval28,000to
the higherlatitudes. Suchan inverserelationshipbe- 20,000yearsago aroundthe glacialmaximum. Several
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possiblemechanismsthat could explain this observation were suggested,including a possiblechangein deposition efficiencyduring the coldestperiods, but little
conclusiveevidence was available. Clearly, it is important to study the duration and frequency of events in
which ammonium concentrationsare "in phase" or "out
of phase" with the polar circulation.

OVER PAST 110,000 YEARS

creasedtransport of ammonium from southerly source
regions.
The out of phase behavior of the two series is ob-

viousin interval C (Figure 5). Interval E (representing nearly 40,000 years) does not show such a consistent pattern.

However, the cold event at •85,000

yearsago (seeFigures4c and 5) providesan interesting example. Biological production was increasingfrom
its minimum

5.1.

Windowed

Correlation

Analysis

Using the 50-year resampled GISP2 record, we con-

associated

with

the low in summer

inso-

lation at •95,000 years ago when the abrupt transition into cooler conditions recorded by the PCI record

ducteda correlationanalysisof the PCI and DB series (Figure 4c) essentiallyreturned ammoniumtransport
in order to compare and investigate the extent of the
two climatic modes associated with the different patterns of ammonium deposition discussedabove. Corre-

to Greenland to its previous minimum level. For some
1600 years, ammonium levels were reduced by atmospheric circulation patterns and cooler temperatures in
lations between the deviations of the DB series from its
northern sourceareas. Presumably,however,increasing
orbital scalebackground(OB) and the deviationsof the summer insolation stimulated ammonium production in
PCI seriesfrom the high-tensionspline shownin Figure southerlyregions,which, however,rarely reachedSum4c were calculated using overlapping windows of 4500 mit, Greenland, because of the reduction in meridional
years, steppedat 250 year intervals. The window length flow. Finally, the PCI recordsa weakeningin polar cirwas chosenin order to get good resolution of behavior culation and, after an initial "false start," warm-mode
on the scaleof the Dansgaard/Oeschger
(D/O) events circulation patterns prevail and high levels of ammo(•1500 yearperiodicity,[Mayewskiet al., this issue]. nium are again transported to central Greenland. This
The result of this analysisis shownin Figure 4b. Two situation generally continued until the prominent cold
basic patterns of behavior between the two residual se- period shown in the PCI record near the MIS 4-MIS 5
ries are apparent. Correlationvalues(positiveor nega- boundary.

tive) well in excessof the 95% levelof significance
occur over well-defined time intervals. Through MIS 5,
the early part of MIS 3, and the Holocenethe seriesare
negatively correlated. During most of MIS 4, MIS 2,
and the latter part of MIS 3 the correlations are positive. Transitions between the two types of behavior are
definite and abrupt and were used to define five inter-

5.1.2.

Positive

correlation:

"Cold"

intervals

B

and D. Intervals B and D includethe coldestportions
of the 110,000-yearrecord. As suggestedby the analysis
of the GRIP NH4 record, the period 28,000 to 20,000

yearsagoisoneofstron•positive
correlation
[Fuhrer,
et
al., 1996]. The positivecorrelationincreases,
following
its abrupt switch from negative values in MIS 3, and

valsshownin Figure4 (denotedA throughE). Detailed reachesa consistent95% level of significancem40,000
comparisonsbetween the two residual seriesin intervals yearsago. This periodincludesthe D/O rapid change
B through E are shown in Figure 5.
eventsand the Heinrichevents[Bondet al., 1992],pe5.1.1. Negative correlations: "Warm" interriods of massive discharge of icebergs into the North
vals C and E. Investigation of intervals C and E Atlantic. Interval D follows the MIS 5-MIS 4 transition
suggestsclimate conditions were much like Holocene and contains a period in which ice volume has been
conditions in which colder events are associated with
decreases in ammonium
concentrations
and vice versa.

estimated to have reached 75 to 90% of its MIS 2 maxi-

mum, and snow and ice fields extended to at least 50øN

The scaleof the deviations(especiallytoward coolcon- latitudeovereasternCanada[Ruddimanand Mcintyre,
ditions)were much larger than thoseoccurringin the 1979].
Holocene, but the biological responsewas fairly consisThe reasonfor the generallylow backgroundlevelsof
tent. This suggestsa general pattern of Holocene-like ammonium in the Greenland atmosphereduring these
atmosphericcirculation during warm modes involving intervals is easily understood from the previous discusactive biogenicproduction in the ice-freeareas,frequent sion of factors influencing the OB series. These same
occurrenceof meridional circulation patterns, and mix- forcingagentsmake it extremely unlikely that increases
ing of air massesof polar and mid- to low-latitude ori- in ammonium concentrations during the coldest porgin during the biologically productive summer seasons.
During the cooler portions of intervals C and E, biological production, especiallyin the high latitudes, would
be reduced and circulation about the polar cell would
increasein intensity,creatinga more zonal flow, thereby
altering average storm tracks and decreasingthe frequencyof sustainedmeridionalflow. As a consequence,
there would be decreasedtransport of air massesfrom
southern regions to Greenland and, consequently,de-

tions of these cold periods is the result of an increasein
source strength. Rather, the probable origin of synchronous increases in ammonium

concentrations

and

the PCI during intervals B and D is an increasein the
frequencyof expansionof polar circulation into southern regionsthat were sufficiently far from the ice sheet
margins to support significant biogenic activity. Such
expansionsof ammonium-poorair massesfrom polar regionsinto biologicallyproducingareaswould have pro-
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Figure 5. Comparisonof deviations about orbital scale backgroundlevels of ammonium con-

centrationsand the PCI over intervals(top) B-C and (bottom) D-E. IntervalsB and D record
approximatelysynchronousbehaviorand yield positivewindowedcorrelations,while intervalsC
and E record, primarily, asynchronousbehavior and negative windowedcorrelations.

As a consequence,ammonium concentrationsdrop to
a level determined by the reduced rate of capture of air
In addition to an expansion of the polar cell and in- massesfrom biologicallyproductiveregionsand only intensification of polar circulation, decreasing tempera- creaseagain following the abrupt shifts into the "cold"
ture alsoenhancescyclonicactivity in the marginsof the parts of the cycles.
cell. Each of these responsesincreasesthe possibility of
5.1.3. Interval A: Younger Dryas and Holoentrainment of southerly air massesin a predominantly cene. The transition to negative correlations between
northern circulation system,creating a small but mea- ammonium and PCI residualsduring the Bolling-Allerod
surable increase in Greenland's atmospheric concentra- warming at the MIS 2-MIS 1 boundary is consistent
tion of ammonium during colder periods of the record. with the discussionabove. However, the sharp return
This explanation is consistentwith the observedvaria- to positive values during the Younger Dryas cold petion of +2 ppb of ammoniumduringthe D/O events. riod is not. Despite the cooling that accompanied the
Evidently,the "warm"partsof the D/O cyclesare too YD event, it was a time of strong biologicalproduction
short to allow significant biological production within as the biota in the newly ice free regionsrespondedto
the reduced "capture zone" of the polar circulation. increasing summer insolation. Therefore, while the YD

vided efficient incorporation and transport of ammo-

nium [Langfordand Fehsenfeld,
1992].
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appears to be the most recent in a long sequenceof

beyond the critical 50 m equivalent volume induced the

abrupt coolingeventsin the PCI record[Mayewskiet atmospheric B-A transition into the warm circulation
al., this issue],its inhibitingeffecton biogenicproduc- pattern. The subsequentcooling associatedwith the
tion was minimized by its occurrenceduring the time
of NH summer perihelion. This is in contrast to the decreasein biologicalproduction during the cold event at
85,000 years ago, discussedabove,which occurredat an
earlier stage of the precessioncycle. As a consequence
of these factors, the return to positive correlation between ammonium and PCI residualsduring the YD does
not imply the atmosphericcirculation pattern common
during intervals B and D. Following the YD the warm
negativelycorrelatedcirculationmodereturned and has
continued to the present.
5.1.4. Timing of transition between circulation modes. As remarked above, transitions between
positive and negative correlation intervals are definite
and abrupt (within 250-500years)indicatinga brief period of transition betweenthe two modesof atmospheric
circulation contained in the interval pairs B and D and
C and E. In order to investigate the timing of these
transitional events, we conducted a lagged correlation
analysis between the windowed correlation series and
the summer insolation series. This analysis yielded a
highly significantnegative correlation with a minimum
of-0.43 at a lag of -5,250 years. Fig. 4a displays a
plot of summer insolation and the correlation seriesof
Fig. 4b plotted with this time delay.
The E-D and D-C transitions, in particular, appear
to be laggedresponsesto changesin summerinsolation.
This delay in atmosphericresponseis, most likely, associated with the growth of the Laurentide Ice Sheet
during this time period. This is consistentwith the
finding that ocean cooling lagged some 3000 to 5000

YD expandedthe polar cell, strengthenedthe polar circulation, and created an atypical positive correlation
between the PCI and the insolation-inducedstrengthening of biogenic production.
5.2. Summary:

Decadal and Centennial

Scale

Variations

This analysis has identified two climatic modes of
short-term variation in atmospheric circulation and biological production which prevailed for periods comparable to, but not always contemporaneouswith, the marine isotope stages.

IntervalsE, C, and A (Fig. 4) representa Holocenelike warm mode in which biogenic activity in the icefree latitudes and meridional circulation patterns are

modulatedby shortterm (centennialscale)coolingsand
warmings so as to create asynchronousbehavior in the
ammonium

concentration

and PCI

series.

Intervals

D

and B representa cold mode, similar to conditionsprevailing during the glacial maximum, in which biogenic
activity is restricted to regions far to the south of the
averagerange of the predominantly zonal polar circulation, creating normally low concentrationsof ammonium in the northern atmosphere.Ammonium concentrations increasein concertwith PCI expansioninto and
increasedcyclonic activity within the biologicallyproductive

areas to the south.

Centennial

scale transitions

betweenthesetwo climatic modesappearto be strongly
linked to ice sheet growth and retreat past somecritical
threshold

of ice volume or extent.

yearsbehindice growthduringMIS 4 and MIS 5 [Rud6. Summary
diman and Mcintyre, 1979]and the estimated5000 to
7000 year lag in the PCI responseto latitudinal summer

Our discussionof the 110,000-year history of atmo-

and winter variationin insolation[Mayewskiet al., this spheric circulation and biological production has been
based on the ammonium
concentration
record from the
issue].
The fact that the transitions at the E-D, the D-C, and
the C-B boundariesoccur 5000 years after the passage
of summer insolation levels below, above, and below,
respectively, their 110,000-year average suggeststhat
there is a minimum ice sheet extent required to sustain
the cold circulation mode. After 5000 years of below
average summer and above average winter insolation

GISP2 ice core. The directly measured concentration
serieswas selectedfor analysis, rather than that of estimated ammonium flux, after a detailed analysis of the
relationship among glaciochemicalconcentrationsand
a high-resolutionsimultaneousrecord of snow accumulation from the GISP2 core. Our analysisof the am-

the critical ice volume (or extent) is attained and the

background levels of ammonium in the Greenland atmosphereare strongly related to and synchronouswith
summerforcing associatedwith the precessionalcycleof
insolation. Minima in background levels, on the other
hand, are delayed relative to minima in summer insolation at those times when ice volume is significant.

circulation pattern changesfrom warm to cold mode
in a matter

of a few centuries

or less. The return

to

the warm mode occurs when, after some 5000 years
of "ice melting" conditions,the ice sheet again returns
to subcritical

size.

The

record of estimated

sea level

monium

concentration

record

shows that

maxima

in

[Mayewski,et al., this issue]indicatesthat the critical The durationsof thesedelaysare similar in magnitude
ice volume is associatedwith a lowering of sea level of
•50

mo

to those of other paleoclimatic variates associatedwith
changesin ice volume.

Decadal and centennial scale variation
about backIf this explanation is valid, then the anomalousnature of the YD circulation mentioned previously be- ground levels of ammonium concentration exhibit two
comesclear. The melting of the Laurentide Ice Sheet modesof behavior when comparedto the record of po-
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lar circulation intensity. Transitionsbetweenthesetwo that the rows of W are mutually orthonormal, the samclimatic conditionsappear to be related alsoto patterns ple correlationof xj and Xn is givenby
in ice sheet growth and retreat respondingto changes
in insolation

corr(xj,Xn)
-- (Vl'jVl'n
q'" q-Vra'jVm'n
(A4)
N-1
'

levels.

Appendix'

The tabulated summaries of EOF analysesincluded
in the text usesthis scaling and showseigenvectorsas

Empirical Orthogonal

vi/v/N-

Functions

Empiricalorthogonalfunction(EOF) analysis,a time
seriesmodification of principle-componentanalysis of

I in orderthat the productsof two entries

from the same column can be directly interpreted as the
contribution to the correspondingtwo chemicalspecies'
correlation

associated

with

that

EOF.

multivariatestatistics[Krzanowski,
1988]is usedto analyzethe covariancestructureof multivariate time series

[Peixotoand Ooort,1992].Sucha multivariateseriesof
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R = yyT/(N - 1). R, beingsymmetric
andpositiveof North
definite, has positiveeigenvaluesand orthogonaleigenvectors,which, when arrangedin the order of decreasing
eigenvaluemagnitudes,form a new basisof coordinates
that is most efficient in explaining the covariancestructure of the multivariate

series. If V is the m x m matrix

having theseorthonormaleigenvectorsas its columns,
Y can be factored into a product

Administration

Y = VW

with W an m x N matrix having orthogonal rows. This
factorization
of rank

can be written

as a sum of m x N matrices

1

Y = V1Wlq-... q-vmwm

(A2)

formedbythe productof m x 1 and1 x N matrices
v•
and wi. Here v i is the ith columnof V and wi is the
ith row of W.

Mission

to Planet

Earth.

(A1)

Each matrix of this sum represents m
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